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Preparation:

- Bamboo parquet must acclimate for at 
least 48 hours in the room where it is 
installed. The floor must be stored flat, 
in its sealed packaging, at temperatures 
between 18° and 21°C (40-65% 
humidity). The planks must be installed 
immediately after

Notice:

- Bamboo is a natural product! Variations 
in color and texture within one delivery 
are possible. Mix different sections from 
multiple boxes during installation.

- It is recommended that materials be 
checked for moisture before installation.

Ideal conditions:

- The room temperature should be 18-
21°C with a humidity of
40-65%.

- The air becomes very dry during the 
winter months. Use air moisteners on 
radiators and electric air-

opening the plastic package or box stop, size or color deviations and humidifiers for larger spaces to improve the
be installed.

- The subfloor on which the bamboo

damages. Complaints about these issues 
will not be addressed after the equipment 
is installed or further

keep humidity constant. During the 
summer and fall, when the air humidity is 
high, provide a good

is placed, a minimum tem- processed.
perature o f  18°C. Make sure ventilation of the room.

That the subfloor is level, crack-free, dry 
and clean.

- High moisture content has a

- Installation of bamboo flooring should 
ideally be the last task of the project to 
avoid surface damage. Be careful with the

- Too many fluctuations in the space cli- 
mate can cause the material to warp, shrink 
or bend.
Check the humidity with a

negative impact on bamboo floors. The use of adhesive tape because it can 
damage the maximum allowable moisture content for finishing. different 
subfloors is: Sandce-
ment 1.8%, Chipboard 7-9% and Anhydri-- Furniture and chairs should be 
felted

hygrometer.

Expansion Space:

et 0.3%.

- It is recommended that a PE

have in order to prevent damage to the 
floor surface.
- Place a doormat at entrance doors

- This type of parquet is usually laid 
floating, but under certain conditions it 
can also be completely attached to the 
subfloor.

moisture barrier film (at least 0.2 mm thick) to protect them from dust and sand. to be 
used with overlaps of
at least 30 cm.

- It is recommended to install a sound-
insulating underlay.

be glued - please consult your supplier. 
Professional knowledge and tools are 
required for this process.

- Bamboo and wood products are 
affected by humidity. High humidity 
causes expansion, while low humidity can 
cause shrinkage. Therefore, leave an 
expansion gap of about 10-15 mm 
around walls, door frames, pipes, etc. For 
floors wider than about 7 or 12 meters, 
provide expansion joints and a larger 
space.
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Floor heating/cooling:

- This floor type can be installed over 
water-based floor heating systems 
under certain conditions.

Installation:

(Numbers refer to the diagrams above)
1. Place the panel with the tongue 
side facing the wall and later install 
spacers.

2. Snap the end edge of the next panel 
into the previously installed panel, after 
laying 2 to 3 rows of spacers place 
between the wall and the panels.

3. Start the second row with the cutting 
waste

Maintenance and cleaning:

- Newly installed, factory-oiled or pre-
finished bamboo floors require 
immediate maintenance.

- Factory-oiled WOCA floors must be 
re-oiled after installation for 
maximum protection.

- Polish with a red pad or patina paint after 
application of the under- holding oil, then 
polish with a white pad or cloth.

- Your floor will last longer if you use the 
right cleaning and maintenance products.

Important:

Skirting boards:

Baseboards should be attached to the walls 
with screws and dowels so that the floor 
can move naturally. If baseboards are 
attached to the floor, they may restrict 
movement and cause damage.

from the end of the first row. Make sure 
that the end joints of the boards are 
staggered by at least 50 cm. Use a wedge 
under the previous panel.

4. Connect the ends, press the panel 
down and slide the long side into place.

5. Gently tap the parts into place with a 
tapping block. Remove the wedge and 
gently press the parts onto the subfloor. 
Continue laying the floor in this way.

6. To measure the width of the last row, 
lay the board to be cut upside down on 
the previous row, with another board 
against the wall. Using the top plank as a 
guide, mark the cutting line and allow for 
expansion space.

7. Cut the board along the pencil line.

8. Install the last board with a hammer 
and a tapping iron. Use spacer shouders to 
maintain the required expansion joint.

These installation instructions are intended to describe optimum application 
possibilities. However, this guide cannot be considered binding because individual 
circumstances (such as specific applications, substrate and processing) are beyond 
our control.
Consult your supplier in case of doubt. Subject to 

change.
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